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International School of Stuttgart, 
Germany 

Shortlisted for the 2022 Strategic Leadership award 

The International School of Stuttgart is a coeducational day school, that offers the 
International Baccalaureate program from an early childhood 3-year-old class 
through grade 12 for students of all nationalities. 
 
Founded in 1985, ISS is fully accredited and has been awarded local MINT (STEM) 
and Digitale Schule certification. Widely recognized as a leading educational 
institution, graduates matriculate throughout the world. 
 
ISS offers a range of academic support services, a Home and Family Language 
program, an English-as-an-Additional-Language program, German language 
learning at every grade level and makes extensive use of Stuttgart and 
surrounding region as a cultural resource. 
 
ISS has recognized that educational expectations are changing as the world 
changes too. As such, we came to understand that if we really want a quality 
school, we cannot just make a change, we need to make a difference.  
 
Therefore, over a period of two years, our community developed a Driving Learning 
Forward initiative that distilled feedback from all constituencies into 11 educational 
values which we organized under three themes: Learning Matters, Driving Learning 
Forward and Learning by Design. ISS also highlighted the following key strategic 
priorities. 
• Best Practice Teaching and Engagement in Learning 
• Math, Science, STEAM, Language and other Communication skills  
• Personalization of Learning and Mentoring Learning Relationships  
• Digital Literacy and Citizenship  
• Character-Building and Resilience 
• Nutrition and Fitness  
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• Integration with our Local Community, State and Country  
 
School leadership spent more than a year researching leading and like schools, 
recognizing that our comparative schools are not the local ones, but the other 
German, international and independent schools. The Board of Trustees also 
reviewed ‘leading’ schools such as the American School of Bombay, schools in 
Singapore and the International School of Prague, looking at program and 
facilities.  
 
With all this in place, the Board and School Leadership developed and released a 
long term strategic plan, The Future of Education Now that outlined a very 
transparent and inclusive process to realize our dreams through an aggressive 
strategic and investment plan that will transform learning at our school not only 
for our students but our neighborhood, our city and the world. 

How and why the initiative has demonstrated a positive impact on students, staff 

and/or the school community, transforming teaching and learning and 

distinguishing the school from others 

The most important element of our initiative was the in depth involvement of our 
student body and our entire community. Student voice was integral in the 
development of our strategic planning as was the involvement of faculty and 
families through a wide variety of focus and action groups. Key learning priorities 
and implementation include: 
• Personalized and Collaborative Learning and Mentorship: Increased staffing, 

training, pastoral programming and flexible and collaborative learning 
environments 

• Supporting Academic and Study Skills: Expanded STEAM subjects and facilities, 
expanding EAL and language acquisition programming, writing programs and 
staffing for co-teaching for greater differentiation 

• Facilities for lifelong health and wellness: expanded exercise spaces inside and 
outside, a new concept for a full service kitchen and satellite eating areas 

• Staffing for a personalized 21st century digital life learning experience: IT 
investment and personnel expansion and training (please note: this was pre 
COVID) 

 
When The Future of Education Now plan was released, and eventually the building 
plans as well, the entire community, but especially the students, recognized that 
not only had their desires and voices been heard, but that learning would become 
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far more personalized, collaborative, our environmentally sustainable role-
modelling had been addressed and that we were providing a learning 
environment that would inspire STEAM priorities and allow for greater integration 
with learners and professionals from outside our school community. 

How and why the initiative is distinctively different in the way it meets a strategic 

need for students and the school 

For many schools, the impetus for strategic planning, particularly when it comes to 
buildings, is driven by space or maintenance needs. For this project, we began with 
a fully transparent and inclusive values exercise that provided a foundation for a 
deep dive into a vision for a school of the future. It was a process that allowed the 
school to align its current strengths with an aspirational vision that included facility 
development. The vision was not instigated by facility needs. It was instigated by a 
desire to change learning. 
 
A unique element to this process was that the school actually aligned its strategic 
planning with an accreditation process that was learning driven and investment 
planning followed thereafter. The school cross-walked the NEASC learning 
principals with IB standards and its own internal survey assessments to align 
“looking for learning” with programmatic environments and spatial relationships. 
An educational architect specifically worked with our focus groups of all 
constituencies to address implications of learning rather than simple wish lists. This 
architect subsequently translated these conversations into design along with 
educational leaders and the construction architects. Resulting plans were clear 
indicators of the “why” of the building and how its purpose addressed our dreams. 
 
Both our authorizing and accrediting bodies noted that what differentiated this 
process from other similar initiatives in other schools was that it was one of the 
most transparent and inclusive examples of strategic planning that focused 
entirely on learning, not operations or financial need. 

How and why the initiative is demonstrably linked to the strategic direction of the 

school 

Too often, strategic direction of schools is determined by either a behind closed 
door process led by owners or other governance leaders. Similar drivers behind 
strategic planning include enrolment or capacity demands and or a specific need 
such as a facility or a program. Here at ISS, the linkage between our accreditation 
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cycle and our own community aspirations reshaped a process and the key was 
taking our time to explore our dreams. 
 
The entire community was included in our values proposition and the three key 
areas of interest directly informed our six key strategic priorities outlined in our 
planning. Thereafter, our investment planning aligned our strategic priorities with 
the three phases we called “people, program and place.” Our intent was to 
annually invest more in our people and program and only then, invest in the place 
that would challenge, inspire and support our educational vision. 
 
The Lord Mayor of the city of Stuttgart noted that all of our investments would not 
be financially covered by a significant increase of students. Our response to him 
was that we were not investing in quantity, but quality; we want to deliver learning 
for a future filled with opportunity not only for the students in our school, but for 
learners throughout Baden-Württemberg and the world. 

How and why the initiative has addressed a challenge or opportunity in a way 

that has directly impacted the school and demonstrates the potential for longer-

term development as a sustainable initiative for the school 

A recent article in Stuttgart’s premiere newspaper quotes the reporter as being 
astonished that ISS tore down a building, only 20 years old, to build a new one. It 
was explained that our community was not prepared to maintain a status quo 
learning approach. But also faced the challenge of needing to raise tuition in a 
financially sustainable manner. 
 
By collectively developing a learning vision, what we call The Future of Education 
Now, our strategic actions have uniquely and transparently aligned our financial 
investments in people and programming to the eventual development of the 
place that justifies tuition increases for the next 6 years. 
 
We have increased staffing and training to expand our offerings, to support our 
mentoring and emphasis on personalized learning for each of our students. We 
have expanded our makerspaces, our arts and design facilities, our visiting 
professional program and our conferencing capacity to support the relevance of 
what our students are learning, helping them not only understand how to learn by 
design, but that learning itself, matters. We have increased our after school and 
holistic programs, in addition to providing more facilities for wellness and nutrition 
that includes a new full service kitchen and cutting edge eating areas that are the 
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opposite of the traditional “cafeteria.” And our new building provides a unique 
opportunity for our region to come together in partnership to share innovative 
ideas and conversation about learning at ISS and the world itself. 

How and why the initiative includes strategies that enable it to be shared beyond 

the wider school community 

 
Many have asked how we have managed to convince our community to absorb 
significant tuition increases. The answer is simple. We started with a clear why and 
as an entire community developed a collective vision that, as a strategic priority, 
shares our facilities and programming with our city, region and the world itself. We 
are now in the early phases of becoming what we call “a beacon of learning” 
including: 
• Building partnerships that promote achievement beyond potential: 

Increasingly hosting local robotics and science competitions, locally 
recognized as a MINT Schule and a Digitale Schule, 

• Building and staffing a Driving Learning Forward research and development 
center: staffing a leader who leverages our connections and location to 
strengthen our collaboration with local universities, international corporations 
and local teachers and associations 

• Expanding accessible facilities and resources: we have already built a local 
sports and activities club (Verein) that we have staffed to provide more 
opportunities for local students to be involved in sports and other activities 
with our international students. Our new space will also allow us to expand our 
interaction with others in our ambitious MUN program, our musicals (which 
involves three other local schools) 

• Hosting conferences and educational associations: Already a leading member 
of the Association of German International Schools and the Educational 
Collaborative for International schools, the new facilities are planned to 
additionally host digital learning symposiums for local German teachers 
struggling with COVID challenges and to work with the Daimler Genius 
program for innovative teaching. 
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